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Organisation and reflection

To truly live up to WUR’s
ambition of ‘Finding Answers
Together’, it is essential to do this
through dialogue and deliberation
both within WUR and especially
with society and stakeholders.
With our Strategic Plan (20192022), we aim for ‘Expanded
connection with society
and partners’ to have more
responsible impact for (and with)
partners and society to accelerate
the transitions (CPI10).
We therefore aim to further
enhance reciprocal connection
with society and partners by
adapting reflexive science,
adopting dialogue as part of our
culture and creating places to
meet. We do this in the new
Omnia building, as well as in
other places and online.
https://www.wur.nl/en/about-wur/strategicplan.htm
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Artist impression Omnia: Broekbakema

Let’s explore together

The programme panel is about to ‘hit the road’ to shape
the core programme of Wageningen Dialogues in a true
One Wageningen manner. We would like to welcome you
on this journey. Together we will identify which societal
topics need dialogue and we will catalyse WUR to contribute
to this. By being connected with each other and with the
whole organisation, we can have a greater impact together.
As panel members, you will create these connections,
functioning as the eyes, ears and hands of Wageningen
Dialogues.
In this travel guide, you can read more about the philosophy of
Wageningen Dialogues and your role as a panel member. These
insights are accompanied with some hands-on steps we will be
taking together, as well as some questions to reflect on. But just
like a true travel guide: Get inspired before your trip starts, scan
through it on the road, and add your own notes and thoughts along
the way.
So let’s embark on this learning journey together. And feel free to
have true dialogues yourself and with the people around you. Listen
to your colleagues and your neighbours, to protesters or upset
farmers, to the next generation and the elderly. Because it’s through
listening that we can identify what is truly important. Through
listening, we can find answers together.
The Wageningen Dialogues core team, Sebastiaan Berendse (CVC),
Jack van der Vorst (SSG), Inge Wallage (CCM) and Simone Ritzer
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Before we get started:

What is Wageningen Dialogues about?

Today’s society faces major global
issues in the areas of health, energy,
food and sustainability. Issues on
which opinions and interests differ
widely and which benefit from
different perspectives. WUR aims to
address these global challenges and to
contribute to the necessary transitions
in society with high-impact research,
by designing and accelerating these
transitions into practice.

How do you see the role of WUR in the world?

Can you draw it, give it a try ;)

The aim
In order to fulfil our role as a knowledge institute and transition partner, it
is essential that students and researchers allow themselves to be enriched
by the different viewpoints that exist within our university and in society.
Having an open mind and listening to each other helps us to obtain a better
understanding of the interrelatedness of the issues we are faced with. In this
way we can arrive at new insights together for a positive impact on, with and
for the world.

Whether it is food production or the
refugee crisis, when an issue becomes
really polarised or contested, people
quickly call for dialogue.
But dialogues are complex. A dialogue
can’t be won like a debate. Rather, it is
based on the idea that all participants
contribute to the answer and in turn, come
to a new solution or shared understanding,
one that could not have emerged by
people individually.
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https://youtu.be/gn6utxtPSMg
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The programme:

What is ‘a Wageningen Dialogue’?

What is the best dialogue you ever had?
A hands-on navigator
to explore why, when
and how to engage with
dialogue in research for
more impact in society.

Wageningen Dialogues is the umbrella
under which we encourage meaningful
conversations among different
researchers and between researchers
and society. To do this well, we
support our students and researchers
to experience, organise and practice
with dialogues and deliberations in
various forms and in different places
(online and on site), within our
domains of healthy food and living
environment.
In addition to stimulating dialogue
practices, we aim to improve dialogue
skills via de WUR Dialogue Community of
Practice. To grow, reflect and learn while
doing, WUR scientists critically reflect
on the practices, in particular on the
methodological and governance aspects of
Wageningen Dialogues.
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Wageningen Dialogues is both a programme and a label. The programme is
underpinned by the philosophy mentioned earlier; the label can be used for
dialogue activities and processes that are in line with this philosophy and
preconditions. It is up to the programme panel to identify relevant societal
issues and catalyse dialogue based on these. But dialogue should take place
across the entire organisation. Students, staff and researchers across WUR are
also encouraged to initiate dialogues themselves.
So besides organising dialogues about topical issues in society, dialogue can
also be useful within research projects and for strategic programmes.
The way dialogue can be used by others, on project and programme level, is
further described at the end of this booklet. As a true ‘dialogue ambassador’,
this information may help you to encourage others to use dialogue within their
work.

Dialogues on topical societal issues
As a knowledge institute, we hold many relevant insights. But these insights
sometimes remain in their own silos, may be based on different values and
world views, or may result in different trade-offs. To truly have impact for
society, it’s necessary to move beyond one’s own silo and become aware
of underlying values. By making space for values and trade-offs, we can
make a much more relevant contribution to societal debates: It enables us
to create better understanding of different perspectives and to counteract
further polarisation. To transform from a ‘knowledge provider’ into a ‘transition
partner’, we need to open up to different perspectives, values, responses,
questions and comments from society and partners. Explorative dialogues on
topical issues can contribute to this.

Can you recall why it went so well, what happened or why it was so valuable?
It may range from a private one-on-one conversation to a large substantive
convention.

Conversation
purposes

Conversation
types

Conversation
tools

Connecting

Dialogue

Appreciative Inquiry

Six Thinking Hats

Building
blocks
Mutual Respect

Creating understanding

Deliberation

Inquiry Summit

Social Presencing Theatre

Inclusivity, diversity

Differences & plurality

Debate

6-3-5 Brainwriting

Socratic Conversation

Listening

Converging

Discussion

Draw Toast

Soft Shoe Shuffle

Transparency

Evaluating

Fish Bowl

Talking Stick

Critical reflection

Sharing insights

Future Search

Timelines

Dealing with conflict

Open Space

World Café

Rich Picture

1-2-4-all

Ritual Dissent

List of References

Purposes

Types

Tools

Building Blocks

Home

The Dialogue Navigator
guides researchers, project leaders,
business developers and others
through the potential of dialogue in
a scientific environment, showing
which purposes conversations can
serve, providing insights in the
differences between dialogue and
debate, and offering hands-on tools
and insightful working principles to
organise or participate in effective
dialogues. The Dialogue Navigator
serves as a hands-on guide to
navigate through the potential of
dialogue. Depending on the phase
of the transition, the issue at hand
or the level of polarisation, dialogue
can serve multiple purposes. These
conversation purposes are elaborated
upon in the Dialogue Navigator.
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Mutual Respect

Dialogues are characterised by...
To set a standard with our Wageningen Dialogues,
we developed a checklist as an aid when making
decisions about whether dialogue is indeed
appropriate for a situation or topic, and also to help
prioritise topics. This list is especially useful for
dialogues on topical issues, but also for dialogues on
programme and project level.
The use of dialogue is appropriate in situations and
for topics that are characterised by1:

Appropriate for dialogue
	
Conflicting perspectives and values prevail, and
possibly a certain level of polarisation among different
stakeholder groups (those groups of actors that either
affect or are affected by the outcomes of the process).
	High levels of uncertainty about possible courses of
action or policy alternatives.

Specifically relevant for the programme panel
	Societal questions with a clear link to (fundamental or
applied) science in the domains WUR is active in and
willing to take responsibility for.
	Novel research or developments that could result in new
technologies for which societal acceptance will be
required (this is mostly relevant in early stages of the
research/technology development).

	
Controversy about scientific facts related to the topic.
	A genuine openness among the initiators and closely
involved stakeholders to listen to and learn from the
viewpoints of others, and the willingness to have your
own opinions and ideas questioned. There are no hidden
agendas.
	
Initiators are open to use outcomes of the
dialogue. Initiators have an open mind towards possible
(unexpected) directions of ‘where the dialogue will take
them’.

	Something can be done with the results of the dialogue
process. This does not necessarily have to be by WUR
only.
	
When we are dealing with complex transitions to
which WUR could contribute. We need to find the balance
in topics that contribute to optimising the current system
versus the ones questioning the status quo.
	If a topic can be seen from many angles related to
multiple WUR disciplines.
	It must be the right moment in time. There should be
a sense of urgency and sufficient time to run a dialogue
process, without (political) pressure on the outcomes.

1] Checklist developed by dr. Nina de Roo
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Building
blocks

Inclusivity, diversity
Listening
Transparency
Critical reflection
Dealing with conflict

Adherence to Building Blocks
Processes and sessions may be labelled
as ‘a Wageningen Dialogue’ when the
topic lends itself for dialogue and when
the organisation adheres to a set of
preconditions: The Building Blocks.
These general working principles underpin
effective interactions among scientists
and between scientists and societal
stakeholders. They present a certain
attitude of listening and openness towards
others, stimulate involvement, create
shared ownership and understanding,
help manage conflict and power relations,
and contribute to creating a safe space.
All Building Blocks and more information
about them can be found in the Dialogue
Navigator.
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Getting started:

The role of the programme panel

Wageningen Dialogues core-team

Mandate and governance
To design and execute the Wageningen
Dialogues programme in a true One
Wageningen way, you are selected to
function as the ‘eyes, ears and hands’
of Wageningen Dialogues. You form
a diverse group, representing the
different Science Groups, with to a
greater or lesser extent:
✔ P
 roven affection with science-society
interactions;
✔ Experience with the principles of
dialogue in some way or another;
✔ Good connections within your
department/science groups and the
ability to mobilise people within and
outside your circle of influence;
✔ A strong feeling of connection with
WUR and its domains, while being
able to critically reflect on our work
outside-in;
✔ The capability to bridge different
disciplines, oversee wider
developments within and outside
WUR and identify connections
between different projects and
developments.
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You are a member of this panel for a reason. Do you recognise yourself in these
points? How would you formulate your role? What will you bring to the
programme panel?

•T
 he programme panel has a mandate of minimum one
year (2022) to identify, prioritise and select topics for the
Wageningen Dialogues core programme. You also shape the
basic framework of each dialogue, and reflect on the progress,
outcomes and further needs of the selected dialogue topics.
• For each topic, you select one ‘liaison’ within the panel to
monitor the design process very closely.
• For each topic, you search for a ‘sponsor’ at a strategic level.
This sponsor can mobilise people and resources and sees
potential in the reason for and outcomes of the dialogue. The
sponsor functions as the commissioner of the content.
• For each topic, you and the sponsor start convening a
‘dialogue design team’. The design team consists of a
facilitator, event support and a diverse group of stakeholders
and takes the lead in the detailed organisation of the
dialogue(s). The team stays in close contact with the sponsor
and liaising panel member.
As we develop the organisational structure of Wageningen
Dialogues through experience and continuous reflection, it is
possible to add members to the panel throughout the year. The
composition and role of the group is reviewed more formally
at the end of this year by the Wageningen Dialogues core
team (Sebastiaan Berendse, Jack van der Vorst, Inge Wallage
and Simone Ritzer) to decide on the way forward, based on
reflections by the scientific advisory committee (led by Professor
Cees Leeuwis, with input from dr. Nina de Roo) who follow the
progress of the panel and design teams. Panel members sit on
the panel for maximum 3 years.

Scientific
Advisory
Committee

Programme
Panel
Liason

Sponsor

Dialogue Design Team

Wageningen Dialogues has a total budget
of €75,000 per year. Of this €50,000
is available for the core programming
of topics selected by the programme
panel. Costs that must be covered by this
budget are the facilitators, event support,
communication materials, catering and
production/location costs. The other design
team members involved should be given
time by their group or the sponsor (5-10
days), as this shows that the topics are
also high on their agenda. Locations often
cost money, though Omnia offers free
space for Wageningen Dialogues activities
from May 2022 onward.
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1

Use this space to record topics you come across. It’s a first brainstorm with yourself, so don’t limit yourself.

Main tasks

Select topics

The programme panel will identify societal
topics which need dialogue to find answers
together and select the topics for the core
Wageningen Dialogues programme.

Panel members actively seek inspiration and potential new
topics in society and within WUR. As a panel member, you
represent your science group. But it is also essential to look
beyond your own department. In the run up to the 6-monthly
meeting, you may use this booklet to record the societal topics
you identify.

You play an active role in the initiating
phase of these dialogue processes, and
in catalysing your networks within WUR
to play an active role – as true ‘dialogue
ambassadors’.
Topic selection takes place at the
6-monthly panel meetings (January and
June).

Making a selection

During this meeting, proposed topics are discussed, clustered
and prioritised. Prioritisation and selection take place based on
the checklist with dialogue characteristics, as mentioned earlier.
It is expected that two to four topics are selected, to maintain
focus.

The main tasks of panel members are also centred around these months and consist of:

1	
Making a selection
of topics for the central
Wageningen Dialogues
programme
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2	
Executing a quick
scan and deciding upon
the framework for the
selected topics

3	
Convening a team:
Appointing a liaison, finding
a sponsor and shaping the
dialogue design team

4	
Monitoring the
process, reflecting on the
outcomes and deciding
upon follow-up steps
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2

Purposes
Connecting
Creating understanding
Differences & plurality
Converging
Evaluating
Sharing insights

Executing a quick scan

To decide upon the appropriate approach for and purpose of the dialogue process,
some analysis is required. Based on this analysis, the programme panel takes a
decision whether to move forward (or not) with the selected topic.
This quick scan also sets a framework for the sponsor and design team to work
with. Questions to be answered for this scan are:
• Why select this topic?
	Is the topic urgent and relevant, and
to whom? What issue do we want to
contribute to?
• 	What is the purpose of the dialogue
process?
	What do we want to set in motion and
when are we satisfied? What are the
major milestones and specific deadlines
to take into consideration?
• 	Identify the stakeholder field. Who are
the relevant actors?
	Who are the usual suspects and which
ones operate under the radar or are
often overlooked? Which actors take
part in the extremes and which form
the silent/passive midfield?
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A

Topic

B

Need

Questions: Is the topic urgent and
relevant, and to whom? What issue do
we want to contribute to?

• 	Who within WUR is working directly on
related issues?
	What projects are currently on-going
or in the pipeline? Zooming out a
bit, what other disciplines could be
relevant?
• 	What frame and role would be
appropriate for WUR?
	Should WUR be the host or knowledge
provider? Do we do it alone or in
partnership with others? With whom?
What is the position, role and stake of
both individual WUR researchers and
WUR as an institute?
• 	Who (within WUR) can be the sponsor
of this dialogue and who should be
involved in the design team?

NOTE: This quick scan forms the basic framework for the sponsor and design teams. Not surprisingly,
this quick scan should not be too extensive as it will be up to the design teams to further elaborate on this
framework when they form a stakeholder reflection. For inspiration, take a look at the examples shared in the
Dialogue Navigator.
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C

Purpose

Questions: What do we want to set in motion and
when are we satisfied? What are the major milestones
and specific deadlines to take into consideration?

D

E

People

Diversity: They should form a reflection of the
ecosystem on the topic. Groups (i.e: farmers,
local government, companies) as well as specific
individuals (i.e. scientist, minister or farmer).

Sponsor/designer

Questions: Who (within WUR) can be the sponsor of this
dialogue and who should be involved in the design team?

Within WUR:
Who has answers
or expertise we need?
Who within WUR
is working on
related issues?

External
stakeholders:
Who are the usual
suspects / visible
actors? Place them in
the upper half.

Zooming out a bit,
what other disciplines
could be relevant?

Who operate under
the radar or are often
overlooked? Place
them in the lower half.

F

Role WUR

Should WUR be the host or knowledge provider?
Do we do it alone or in partnership with others? With
whom? What is the position, role and stake of both
individual WUR researchers and WUR as an institute?
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Who form the silent /
passive midfield? Place
them in the centre.

Who take part in
the extremes? Place
them on sides.
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3

As a programme panel, you will search for a ‘sponsor’ at
a strategic level who can function as the commissioner on
the content. He/she sees potential in the reason for the
dialogue, agrees to work with the set framework, is open
to follow-up on the outcomes, can mobilise people and
resources to shape a design team and possibly follows-up
on the outcomes.
Together with the sponsor, the panel starts shaping a
dialogue design team which may further elaborate
on the purpose of the dialogue, the desired outcomes
and the stakeholders involved. Design team members
are dedicated to move this dialogue forward and should
be genuinely open to connect with others. They take
responsibility for the organisation of the dialogue process
and possible follow-up.
One programme panel member (the liaison)
soundboards the plan of the design team with the rest of
the panel and monitors the process. As panel members
can be heavily involved in certain selected topics, they
may take part in a design team. NOTE: The involvement
of panel members in the design teams is something we
should monitor carefully (for conflict of interest). Panel
members cannot be the liaison when taking place in the
design team.
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4

Convening a team

The design team ideally consists of the following people:
•	
3-9 internal and/or external stakeholders who can bring both
content and network to the process and represent various
views and disciplines. They form a mini reflection of the
stakeholder field for the issue, like an ‘editorial office’. They
have enough connections and credibility to get various other
stakeholders to attend.
•	
A process facilitator offers expert advice on the dialogue
practices (this can be a facilitator from WUR’s facilitator pool
or a Pakhuis de Zwijger programme maker, as WUR has a
partnership with them for this).
•	
The team is supported by an event support member (student
assistant / events support).

Monitoring the process

The full panel reflects on the organisational
process of the dialogues and discusses
if follow-up steps are needed based on
progress and outcomes. The liaison plays
a central role in providing the panel with
information. Scientific monitoring (see
next chapter) helps the panel to reflect
on adherence to the building blocks,
keeping in line with the characteristics of
Wageningen Dialogues and fulfilling the
different roles. Lessons learned help us to
design future dialogue processes.

The lead of the design team is selected by the programme
panel, this is most logically the process facilitator. Two or three
stakeholders, the process facilitator and the event support
member form the organisational backbone to drive the process.
They initiate meetings, shape the agenda, soundboard with the
liaison, etc. Further detail about the role of the design team is
given on page 20.
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Following up:

Organisation and reflection

The role of a dialogue design team
The dialogue design team starts with a clear,
encouraging and realistic objective, which is
proposed by the programme panel and embraced
by the sponsor: The framework. The design team
further elaborates on this objective and sets the
central question(s) of the dialogue. The design
team then maps and activates the stakeholder
field and starts planning dialogues that contribute
to the set objectives. The liaising panel member
and sponsor then discuss the progress and decide
upon follow-up steps. To fulfil the role as liaising
panel member, it is important to know that it is
the role of the design team to:
✔ F
 ine-tune the purpose and central question and
decide on the title of the dialogue process
✔ Identify the stakeholder groups that need to
be present to form a complete picture of the
challenge
✔ Invite individual stakeholders to participate in
the dialogue process
✔ Draw up a plan, select suitable locations and
dialogue methods, and work out follow-up
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What about this journey excites you the most?

The work of the dialogue design team consists of more than organising
the dialogues. Design team meetings are like small dialogue sessions
in itself, they set things in motion. Team members are likely to have
different stakes and will probably raise many issues. It is important that
design team members listen to each other and build on the process
together. But rather than solving the issues during the design team
meetings, the team members’ concerns form a great basis for the
dialogues as they are a mini reflection of the larger stakeholder field.

Reflective monitoring and learning
The amount of effort that is being invested in organising effective
dialogues (i.e. the Omnia building, the Wageningen Dialogues
programme, the programme panel, design teams, etc) is significant.
At the same time we are establishing a relatively new and innovative
working method; we are learning by doing.
In order to help the Wageningen Dialogues programme to grow, reflect
and learn, a small committee has been set up consisting of WUR
colleagues with substantial experience in organising and/or carrying out
research on science-society interactions in general, and dialogues in
particular. This committee will actively support monitoring and critical
reflection with the panel and design teams, in particular in relation to
methodological and governance aspects of Wageningen Dialogues. The
panel itself is also a new structure with a completely new role. This
booklet is called a travel guide, not surprisingly, as we have embarked
on a journey together. We therefore ask you as panel members to be
self-reflective, open to change and ready to ‘hit the road’ together.
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Dialogues at other levels

Dialogues on strategic programme levels

Dialogues on project level

Experience shows that meaningful dialogue can result in the
identification of gaps in understanding and new directions for research.
Starting the transition at WUR implied in our motto ‘Finding answers
together’, requires willingness and capacity to follow-up and adapt our
agendas to the outcome of these dialogues.

Joint fact-finding and collaborative evidence creation are key
to overcoming the societal tensions and polarised debates that
typically emerge in the context of transition. Dialogue can enrich
research projects at the start, during or at the end.

to enrich and recalibrate our research programmes
Students, staff and researchers
across WUR are encouraged to initiate
dialogues themselves, in addition
to the core programme initiated by
the panel. Dialogue can be useful
e.g. within research projects and for
strategic programmes.
The Dialogue Navigator and Navigator
Tool can help to explore which
purposes dialogue can serve and
which tools and methods can be used.

After all: true connection with stakeholders and society leads to new
expectations and questions and brings with it the obligation not only
to adapt our research agenda to its outcomes, but also to keep the
dialogue with societal partners going. Organising this kind of process
requires serious preparation and process design, careful facilitation and
multiple rounds of engagement with the support and co-ownership of
all science groups. The strategic programmes at WUR offer a good basis
for this kind of process.
The necessary steps in the organisation of this process entail the
development of an overall process, the definition of roles, theme
demarcation, organisational arrangements, safeguarding integrity,
identifying relevant societal stakeholders, organising (internal and
external) dialogues to explore and articulate questions that need
to be addressed together, and steering the research programmes
in new directions based on the outcomes of the dialogues. It’s also
important to reflect together on the lessons learned in the process, the
organisation and organisational commitment, the effect of the strategic
programmes/agendas, and the implications for further embedding of
dialogue within WUR.
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to create greater impact for society

The different purposes that dialogue can serve are also
explained in the Dialogue Navigator*, such as creating a shared
understanding in a polarised landscape and converging for joint
action to apply research results.
To acquaint researchers with the potential of dialogue and
deliberation, a workshop has been developed to explore the
potential of dialogue for their specific project. Researchers can
subsequently use dialogue or other forms of science-society
interactions at the start, during or at the end of a project.
Budget should be allocated to acquire knowledgeable colleagues
(e.g. from the facilitator pool) to facilitate the dialogue process
within a project.)

* https://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/edepot/549568

The Science Shop makes
use of these dialogue
and co-creation methods.
They experience added
value in extra lead time
at the starting phase of
projects and also see a
huge advantage in later
stages where different
parties are much more likely
to work together on the
implementation of research
outcomes. Community
Based Participatory Research
contains dialogue in
diverse ways in order to be
successful. Dialogues foster
the reciprocal process of
opening up and delivering
more impactful research.
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Notes
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Notes
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This travel guide is meant
to support the Wageningen Dialogues
programme panel.
www.wur.eu/wageningendialogue
Omnia, Building 105
Hoge Steeg 2
6708 PH Wageningen
Simone Ritzer
Programme manager Wageningen
Dialogues
Corporate Value Creation
Wageningen University & Research

